ABSTRACT

A valentine card belonging to Gettysburg National Military Park underwent technical examination to address questions about its authenticity. Dated July 2, 1863, the second day of the battle at Gettysburg, the valentine raises suspicions of genuineness due to its relatively unscathed appearance and unusual handwritten note. The materials and visual characteristics of the valentine were analyzed and compared to nineteenth-century printing and paper-making practices and to other greeting cards manufactured by the same stationer. Handwriting and historical context were studied and compared with known letterforms, language, and social customs of the Civil War period. Examination shows that the distinction between authentic and fake can be difficult to determine, particularly when dealing with ephemeral paper items that have little known provenance and no known author.

INTRODUCTION

Gettysburg National Military Park requested information from the National Park Service paper conservation lab regarding the authenticity of a valentine dated July 2, 1863, the second day of the battle at Gettysburg. The item is a shield-shaped, embossed paper valentine with colored or gilt attachments and decoration on the front and a handwritten note in graphite on the back. Due to the valentine’s nearly entire lack of provenance, and to its message being unrelated to Valentine’s Day, the following question was raised: Is the valentine authentic to the purported time period in its composition, both material and stylistic? Analysis of the valentine’s historical context, handwriting, and materials was necessary to determine whether or not this item should be included in an exhibition of Civil War objects (figs. 1–2).

ITEM DESCRIPTION

The dimensions of the valentine are approximately 16 x 13 cm at the broadest points. The support paper is a medium-weight, ivory-colored paper, and shows small areas of foxing or staining throughout. Embossed regions appear to have collected dirt in recessed areas. A name is found embossed on the front of the valentine, near the bottom right, and reads “MANSELL.” The center motto on the front of the valentine, in gold and white, reads “One Home One Heart.” Other attachments have been embossed and applied with gold, and they are painted with various colors including blue, green, white, yellow, pink, and red.

The handwriting in graphite is large, in cursive, with 0.5 to 1.0 cm of spacing between each line, covering nearly the entire area of available writing space on the back of the valentine. The valentine has been marked in pencil with the park’s catalog number, just below the signature. During previous treatment, the valentine was adhered to Japanese paper around all edges, and housed in a mat that allows it to be viewed from both sides without handling the card directly.

THE STATIONERS

Upon closer inspection, it was discovered that the center heart, outlined in gold with a ring of flowers in the center, is in fact a separate embossed piece of paper. It was likely cut from a small valentine greeting card that opens horizontally, and would have been the front leaf of such a card. A similar card is pictured, fully intact. In this case it has only been embossed, and not gilt. The stationer of this piece is unknown (figs. 3–4).

The larger, outer card of this two-sided valentine gives a clue as to its maker: the embossed name “MANSELL,” seen near the bottom right corner (fig. 5). This piece of paper was made by Joseph Mansell of London, a fancy stationer known for his embossed and lace papers in the
Fig. 1. The Gettysburg valentine, 16 x 13 cm., recto. Dated July 2, 1863. Cotton and flax paper, painted and gilt attachments, graphite. Gettysburg National Military Park.

Fig. 2. Gettysburg valentine, verso.

Fig. 3. Gettysburg valentine, close-up of center heart piece.

Fig. 4. The same embossed heart seen in figure 3, but as a complete greeting card with no gold. Private collection.
mid-nineteenth century. This piece of the valentine may have been cut from a larger piece of lace paper in which the smooth, shield-shaped area was the part meant for writing and attachments, usually centered at the bottom of the lace paper and surrounded by elaborate decoration.

**PAPER ANALYSIS**

Fibers were taken from both the center heart and the outside Mansell paper for analysis using polarizing light microscopy (PLM). The fibers from the center heart appear to be cotton, and the Mansell paper is comprised of cotton and flax fibers. Cotton and flax are both appropriate paper fibers for this time period, and would have been found in most good-quality papers used for stationery or fancy Victorian greeting cards. Fiber analysis with PLM did not show the presence of woodpulp in either paper. Examination of the valentine under ultraviolet light did not reveal any unusual areas of fluorescence for either the support paper or the attachments.

**PIGMENT ANALYSIS**

All areas of applied color or gold were examined microscopically at a magnification of 20x and through PLM at magnifications of 20x and 40x. Photomicrographs of some of these areas are shown here (figs. 6–9). The embossed gold areas in the center heart appear to be gilt with gold leaf. The gold corners and gold areas of the flowers look to be gilt with a gold powder, possibly containing mica powder in addition to the gold. Areas of color are hand-painted, not printed, and vary in surface texture and gloss. Colors include both pigments and dyes. Paints on the attachments to the Mansell paper appear very different from the paints seen in the ring of flowers included in the center heart. However, the white paint on the center motto seems to be the same as the white paint on the attachments.
to the Mansell paper and appears to be zinc white. Other pigments and dyes found on the valentine include madder lake, carmine, cobalt green, chrome orange, chrome green, and cadmium yellow. Each of these colorants was in use during and before the time period dated on the valentine.

ATTACHMENTS

When viewed under magnification, the embellishments on the valentine clearly are not printed, because there are no characteristics that can be associated with chromolithography or another printing method. The gilded corner pieces are likely to have come from a strip of the same corners connected together, manufactured by stationers for the purpose of decoration. The flower attachments are made of embossed paper that was then hand-colored, also likely to be seen sold in sheets of embossed scraps. Some stationers sold valentines complete with decoration, but the Gettysburg valentine seems to be pieced together from several different sources, and is homemade. Similar corners and flower attachments were seen adhered to other Victorian valentines viewed in museum and library collections.

LANGUAGE IN CONTEXT

The handwritten note on the back of the card reads:

July 2nd 1863. Mr. Yankee, Your house is not torn up at all, compared with the way your Soldier did at Fredericksburg. I only killed one goose + took one pair stocking. Rebel

Clearly, this is not a message that relates to Valentine’s Day. One is led to believe that a Rebel soldier found this valentine card in the dwelling of a resident of Gettysburg, and wrote a message on it because it was the only blank paper to be found. It has a tone of vengeance, implying that the author only took a few animals, while Mr. Yankee’s “Soldier” did much more damage to men and property in the battle at Fredericksburg. The language used is appropriate to the time period, as is the tone relating to the historic event taking place at the time it was purportedly written. The language also gives an indication, along with the penmanship and proper use of punctuation, that the author was a fairly educated man, perhaps an officer.

HANDWRITING

Unfortunately, there is no known handwriting sample to use for comparison, because the author is completely anonymous. Therefore, individual characteristics of the handwriting cannot be studied against another known sample by the same hand. However, one can look at the elements of style and execution within this single handwriting sample as compared to other handwritten documents from the Civil War period and observe similarities in writing style. The valentine was compared with other documents from the collection at Gettysburg written in the period of 1862–1864. Letterforms, flourishes, and general style seen in the Gettysburg valentine do not appear unusual for the time period.

There are characteristics of handwriting that may generally give an indication of a possible forgery, but none are seen here. Within the message on the valentine, there is no apparent discontinuity or shakiness in the writing, nor are there unusual pencil lifts that might be an indication of unnatural or forced handwriting by the author. There are no erasures, and no significant changes in slant, size, proportion, or style of the writing within the document. The author appears to have possibly been in a hurry, an understandable element considering the context, as suggested by the slant, orientation, and spacing of the handwriting as it progresses.

CONCLUSIONS

After a thorough examination of materials and handwriting—both microscopically and under various light sources—and after a comparison of materials and handwriting with other examples of the time, I see no evidence that any element of this artifact appears to be fake or forged. Historical, stylistic, and scientific aspects of analysis all seem to reveal that the valentine is likely to have been manufactured and written during the appropriate time period, and not after the date of the message. It is, therefore, my opinion that the Gettysburg valentine in question is in fact what it is purported to be. Further research into its historical context could be conducted in order to reveal a more complete provenance, and may be undertaken at a later date.
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